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Free connect the dots worksheets for 1st grade

Connect scoring puzzles is a fun way to break down the routine of alphabet and math worksheets. Use these dots in point prints to enhance the concepts you practiced with your child. You will see the worksheets are divided into various difficulties, so be sure to download the sheets that your child can
handle. The first few puzzles use only twenty numbers, and the next group goes up to the number 30 and so up to 100. Start with pages that go up to the twenties and work your way through harder puzzles. dot to Dot Printables &amp; Activities Click on the picture to see the printable puzzles of that
choice. I will also discuss a little bit about what you can find in each section below. The first few sets of puzzles are divided into number groups. Preschool children should start in their twenties and work their way. Our children celebrate their 100th school day every year. Our son did it in 1th grade, and our
daughter is doing it now in kindergarten. Lessons Count up to 100 is an interesting activity used in the classroom or at home for these parties. If you are a small student mastered by Skip Counting, there are some puzzles that use skip counting instead of standard numbering. For more lessons on counting
in two, five and ten, see the links at the bottom of this page. These types of worksheets are not just numbers. They are a great way to teach alphabets, shapes and colors too. Primary school students will love to learn about these concepts with Alphabet and Color/Shape prints. There are also some
heavier puzzles that use different colored lines along with numbers. When your child is done by connecting all the dots, he or she can color the picture. Have fun! You may like the following worksheets› Dot to dot puzzles Great activity Easily combine dots with numbers These simple dot worksheets allow
children to combine numbers from 1 to no more than 15. They are a great way to teach children how to count or enhance basic computing skills. Caterpillar Connect Points: This is a great start to combine the dots worksheet going up to 5.Sailboat to connect the points for printing: this combine points
printed will allow children to complete the image of the sailboat when connecting 1-9 points. Fish Connect Points Worksheet: Follow the numbers from 1 to 9 to complete the picture of the fish. Geese Connect Points: Make your way through the numbers 1-9 to show the goose picture. Flower Connect
Points: Count 1 to 10 to complete this easy to connect the dots worksheet that makes the flower. Elmo Connect Points: Teach your children how to count with the help of Elmo at this point dot worksheet. Egg Connect Points: Combine the numbers 1-10 to complete this fun picture egg. Sunshine Combine
Points: Any child will love this hilarious 1-12 to combine the dots worksheet in the sun. Truck Connect Points The kids end up drawing the truck in this 1-13 to connect the dots worksheet. Car Connect Points: Connect connect the connecting points 1-14 to fill out the car photo. Egg Connect Points: This is
an easy to connect the dots worksheet has children connected numbers 1-10 to form a simple shape of the egg. Easily connect the dots with letters here are some easy alphabet to combine dots in worksheets so that children go through the uppercase, A-Z. See the middle-level section of lowercase dots.
For more practice with alphabet, print these free alphabet cards. Moon Connect Points: Follow this simple A-Z combine points to draw a crescent image. Spider Online Connect Points Worksheet: Complete this worksheet of merging dots by showing this happy looking spider online. Brachiosaurus
Alphabet Connect Points: Use capital letters to fill this picture of brachiosaurs dinosaurs. Hammer Connect Dogs: Follow the points A-Z to complete the hammer. Pigs Connect Points For Printing: Go all the way to Z to complete this picture of the barnyard animal. Gumball Machine Connect Points Puzzle:
Connect the capital letters A-Z to complete the thse picture of the gumball machine. Color when you're done. Mid-level animal dot-to-dots/connect-the-dots/join-the-dots for 1st graders (age 6). These free printed activity worksheets are calculated on the basis of one or two or five, and the number ranges
are between 1-50 and 1-150. Click a point with a dot to view it as a PDF or download it. AntelopeNumbers 1-62Counts by Ones Basset Hound DogNumbers 1-101Counts by Ones BisonNumbers 0-100Skip-counts by Twos BobcatNumbers 1-50Counts by Ones BullNumbers 1-150Counts by Ones
CatNumbers 0-100Skip-counts by Twos ChickNumbers 1-50Counts by Ones ChickNumbers 1-65Counts by Ones ChickNumbers 0-150Skip-counts by Fives ChickenNumbers 1-60Counts by Ones Cow CartoonNumbers 0-80Skip-counts by Twos Deer Upside DownNumbers 1-90Counts by Ones
DinosaurNumbers 0-120Skip-counts by Twos DinosaurNumbers 0-150Skip-counts by Twos DogNumbers 1-65Counts by Ones DogNumbers 1-125Counts by Ones DogNumbers 0-120Skip-counts by Twos DogNumbers 0-150Skip-counts by Twos DolphinNumbers 1-55Counts by Ones DolphinNumbers 1-
60Counts by Ones DolphinNumbers 0-150Skip-counts by Twos DuckNumbers 1-70Counts by Ones DuckNumbers 0-120Skip-counts by Twos ElephantNumbers 0-140Skip-counts by Fives ElephantNumbers 0-150Skip-counts by Twos FoxNumbers 1-50Counts by Ones FoxNumbers 0-150Skip-counts by
Twos GoldfishNumbers 1-50Counts by Ones Hammerhead SharkNumbers 1-50Counts by Ones HorseNumbers 0-46Skip-counts by Twos HorseNumbers 1-75Counts by Ones HorseNumbers 0-130Skip-counts by Twos Horse PonyNumbers 1-60Counts by Ones Horse and FoalNumbers 1-80Counts by
Ones Horse and FoalNumbers 1-100Counts by Ones Horse and FoalNumbers 1-100Counts by Ones Horse CartoonNumbers 0-150Skip-counts by Twos Horse and RiderNumbers 0-150Skip-counts by Twos OrcaNumbers 1-50Counts by Ones PorpoiseNumbers 0-62Skip-counts by Twos
PorpoisesNumbers 1-83Counts by Ones Puppy DogNumbers by Twos Twos DogNumbers 0-150Skip-counts by Fives SalamanderNumbers 1-82Counts by Ones SharkNumbers 0-90Skip-counts by Twos SharkNumbers 0-150Skip-counts by Five SnakeNumbers 1-50Counts by Ones SnakeNumbers 1-
65Counts by Ones SnakeNumbers 0-100Skip-counts by Twos SwordfishNumbers 0-100Skip-counts by Two WhaleNumbers 0-150Skip-counts by Twos WhaleNumbers 0-150Skip-counts by Fives Thresher SharkNumbers 0-150Skip-counts by Fives TurkeyNumbers 0-70Skip-counts by Twos
WhaleNumbers 0-120Skip-counts by Twos WhalesNumbers 1-130Counts by Ones Counting to 10: Fish FREE Count from 1 to 10 with this dot-to-dot puzzle. Take a photo of the tropical fish and color it. Pre-K to 1st degree number from 1 to 10 when connecting points. The final product is a cute pig, which
children can color. Pre-K up to 1th grade number 1s to 30 in this combine points puzzle. The finished image is of a dolphin jumping into the ocean. Pre-K to 1th grade omission counting 4s: FishSkip number 4s, starting from 0 and ending with 40. This is a great worksheet to use when teaching basic
multiplication 4s. The finished pictures are fish.1 to 3 classes 0, 6, 12, 18, 24, 30, 36, 42, 48, 60. Draw lines between numbers to take a picture of a star, take pictures through outer space.1-3 classes Dino Dot to Dot: TriceratopsDino Dot to Dot: Triceratops If your child is a dino buff, chances are he knows
triceratops. With a neat fact about this classic dino, this dot dot is not only fun, it's educational as well. Dot-to-dot printing is perfect for learning new skills and viewing familiar skills, all while having fun. Here are many numbers of dot-to-dot and alphabetical prints you can use to teach and view number
identification, calculation, skip counting, letter names and alphabetical order. Each activity will end with the creation of a new photo so that your child can enjoy! Number of Dot-to-Dot prints are interesting ways to teach new math skills and practice to develop skills. Review this list of mathematical spot
print elements to identify numbers, count, and skip counting fun! Alphabet Dot-to-Dot PrintablesAlphabet Dot-to-Dot printouts are a great way to keep young learners engaged in letter identification and alphabetical activity. Enjoy these creative alphabet points to point printouts in training and view letter
names and letter order. Enjoy these educational and fun number dot-to-dot and alphabet dot-to-dot printing! Your children will enjoy the reward for creating a new picture at the time each worksheet is completed. Math, reading Connect points to discover hidden pictures in this shading math worksheet.
This allows children to practice the calculation and number sequence up to 40, with a little additional practice of reading the number of words. Words.
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